FIRE FUEL CLEARANCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Specific Examples of Fire Fuel Reduction
Remove Brazilian Pepper Trees
Clear Brush & Grasses

Lace This Tree

Remove Grass & Replace with Groundcover
Ideal ground coverage
Clearance like this requested, but ground cover acceptable

Ideal ground clearance. (Square cut out)
Clearance/ tree removal required.
Clearance/ Tree Removal Required

Brush: Shorten, Thin & Remove Dead Vegetation
Tree thinning/ removal required to help allow fire truck access.
Clearance/ tree removal required.
Remove some (not all) trees in easement.
Clearance Required

Remove Brush and Lollipop Trees
Clearance Required

Trim Along This Line Up 16’ From Ground and Back 10-20’ From Edge of Pavement

16’
10’-20’
Clearance Required

Reduce Brush Back 10-12 ft From Road Here...

...And Here...

...And Here

...And Here
Remove Brush Between Bushes to Separate

Cut Back Brush From Roadside

Clearance Required
Clearance/separation required.

Lollipop These Trees

Remove or Thin Brush to Separate

Clear Weeds
25 Eastfield Drive

Ideal separation.
Tree removal/thinning required. Clearance required.
Clearance required.

- Remove Weeds
- Leave Bushes But Separate Them
Tree removal/thinning and separation required.
At Hesse’s Gap looking south across canyon.
(Maintenance maintained)

Ideal shaded break, lollipopping.
At Hesse’s Gap looking west toward Poppy Trail/Portuguese Bend. (Maintenance Maintained)

Ideal shaded break, lollipopping.
At Hesse’s Gap Looking North toward Saddleback.  
(Maintenance Maintained.)

Ideal shaded break, lollipopping. (Weeding needs to be performed)
WHAT TO DO

EVALUATE PROPERTY

CALL RHCA OR CITY HALL FOR A LIST OF CONTRACTORS WHO ATTENDED THE LAFD FIRE FUEL MANAGEMENT & REDUCTION WORKSHOP

CALL CONTRACTOR